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Message: Teaching of Jesus, the parable of the sower.  
 
We are at Jesus’ teaching in Matthew’s Gospel.  
Graham spoke this morning of the impact of Jesus’ 
mission,  and we are looking tonight at the parable of the 
sower.   
 
Jesus often taught using parables. This is a story that 
uses what was a familiar every day activity, to help the 
hearers relate to an unfamiliar spiritual truth about our 
relationship with God and the growing Kingdom that 
Jesus came to usher in.  
 
This parable of the Sower is a popular story and I am 
sure you will have heard it many times and listened to a 
number of sermons about it in the past, so this will not 
necessarily be new but it is good to be reminded of, and 
to think about, the truths that Jesus taught and how they 
impact on us today. 
 
The business of farming has progressed over the 
centuries since Jesus told this parable, those who are 
seeking to grow a crop today would go about things in a 
very different way, but in those days, having an ox to 
pull a plough to turn the soil was considered high tech – 
today there is some wonderful machinery that can 
prepare, plant and harvest crops, in time saving ways 
that are efficient and get the best out of the land. 
 
The people of Jesus’ day, however would be familiar 
with the sight of a farmer spreading the seed on his field.  
He would take a container with seed and walking up and 
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down his field would broadcast the seed, scattering 
everywhere and it was this approach to growing crops in 
which Jesus saw a parallel between growing food and 
growing spiritually.  The good seed was scattered and 
the result for the farmer was a good crop of healthy 
plants that he could harvest but Jesus observed that 
whilst the seed did land on good soil to produce the crop 
the farmer desired, some of the seed landed where it 
would not or could not grow. 
 
There were a three different types of unsuitable ground 
that Jesus noted, some fell on the path – ground just too 
hard for the seeds to take root, an opportunity for the 
birds to have a good meal.  
 
The rocky ground had some soil but whilst the seed 
began to grow it soon hit problems when it could not 
send down its root deeply into the ground, the top soil 
would dry out in the hot sun and the plants withered and 
died.  
 
Then there was the area that had not been cleared of 
weeds and thistles, the seed that fell here would begin 
to grow but the established weeds meant there was no 
room to flourish, competing for what moisture there was, 
the plants would be choked, unable to bear fruit.  
 
The fourth area was the good soil, the soil that had been 
prepared and was ready for planting, but even here the 
results varied, some seed producing a much smaller 
yield than others. 
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This was basically all the teaching that Jesus gave to 
the crowds that gathered to listen beyond saying “he 
who has ears to hear, let him hear” – in other words, 
figure it out yourself. Those who were  earnestly seeking 
after the truth would find the meaning of parable with 
some thought and prayer.  
 
However the disciples seemed somewhat frustrated with 
this story, they didn’t understand the meaning and 
questioned why Jesus taught this way. 
   
Jesus explains v11 that knowledge of the secrets of the 
Kingdom of heaven are given to the disciples, a gift from 
God, others will have to work to find the truth about the 
Kingdom, it is like buried treasure, it needs to be sought, 
it needs to be worked through, it needs to be dug up – 
effort and desire to gain the prize has to be present, 
faith, understanding and growth is not something that 
can come simply from knowledge, it has to be worked 
for. However, the disciples were privileged, they were 
the ones close to Jesus, with him all the time, to them 
and only to them, Jesus would give the meaning of the 
parable.   
 
All those different types of soil would have been present 
within the crowd that had heard Jesus teaching. There 
would have been those who were far from God, hard 
hearted like the path that has been trodden down, they 
cannot understand the message, Jesus explains to his 
disciples that the seed is snatched away by the devil 
because it cannot take root.  Those like the Pharisees 
who were looking to find fault with Jesus would perhaps 
have fallen into this group. To speak plainly, openly 
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about the Kingdom in front of these men would have 
been very unwise, because not only would they not have 
accepted the message, they would have persecuted the 
sower. 
 
There would have been people there who would have 
received the message with joy, it was what they were 
looking for, they had been looking for the kingdom, they 
were sure this is the answer.  But really the ground is 
not prepared, the soil is shallow,  the message can’t 
take root and at the first sign that things are not going as 
expected, or there is persecution – they will fall away – 
because they had not really understood the message, 
they had made no real commitment, no deep rooted 
change had taken place in their life. John’s gospel 
chapter 6, relates an incident following the miracle of the 
feeding of the 5000 where the crowds followed Jesus 
wanting him to perform more miracles – but Jesus spoke 
about Him being the bread of life, about his death and 
resurrection and how his disciples would eat his flesh… 

60 On hearing it, many of his disciples said, “This is a 
hard teaching. Who can accept it?” 

61 Aware that his disciples were grumbling about this, 
Jesus said to them, “Does this offend you? 62 Then what 
if you see the Son of Man ascend to where he was 
before! 63 The Spirit gives life; the flesh counts for 
nothing. The words I have spoken to you—they are full 
of the Spirit[e] and life. 64 Yet there are some of you who 
do not believe.” For Jesus had known from the 
beginning which of them did not believe and who would 
betray him. 65 He went on to say, “This is why I told you 

https://www.biblegateway.com/passage/?search=John+6&version=NIV#fen-NIV-26321e
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that no one can come to me unless the Father has 
enabled them.” 

66 From this time many of his disciples turned back and 
no longer followed him. 

67 “You do not want to leave too, do you?” Jesus asked 
the Twelve. 

68 Simon Peter answered him, “Lord, to whom shall we 
go? You have the words of eternal life. 69 We have come 
to believe and to know that you are the Holy One of 
God.” 
 
The difference between the crowd and the twelve 
disciples the inner circle was how deeply rooted their 
faith in Jesus was.  For the crowd the possibility that the 
miracle maker might be the Messiah they were seeking, 
but who found his teaching too difficult, too challenging 
too hard to accept whilst the disciples faith is firmly 
rooted and whilst they do not find the teaching any 
easier to accept – they recognise that Jesus has the 
words of eternal life, he is the one, their Lord,  and 
falling away is not an option.  
 
On that day by the Lake when Jesus got into the boat to 
preach and maybe saw a farmer casting his seed in the 
distance, and used this parable there would have been 
people in the crowd who responded to the word, began 
to grow but then their commitment and direction would 
falter because they become distracted by busy lives, 
focused on the wrong things, and struggle to grow 
spiritually because of wrong attitudes, worry and ‘the 
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deceitfulness of wealth’ chokes them, they are unable to 
mature and bear fruit.  
 
Regardless of what type of soil, the way the seed is 
delivered won’t change the ultimate outcome.  The seed 
that falls onto good ground is the seed that will grow.  A 
seed carefully delivered, carefully planted, carefully 
tended on ground that produces a decent crop of 
thistles, still won’t bring about a good harvest.   
 
To achieve good results we need to begin with a good 
seed, Jesus explained to the disciples that this seed is a 
message about the Kingdom, it is not just the first time 
the gospel takes root in your heart and Jesus becomes 
Saviour and Lord, but all messages about the Kingdom 
have the potential to blossom and grow in the heart of 
the believer.  The Sower represents the one who 
preaches or teaches and not just those who preach 
sermons, but Evangelists, Sunday School teachers, 
Housegroup Leaders, youth leaders, all who are given 
the responsibility to spread the word have a 
responsibility to ensure the seed is good and sound. 
This is not about preparing a clever, entertaining or even 
amusing message – it is about allowing the Holy Spirit to 
guide and inspire so that the message is one that God 
will use to feed, to challenge, to comfort, to encourage, 
to discipline, and to help the hearer grow in 
understanding and knowledge of the Kingdom, of the 
Kingdom values, of the need for repentance, of the 
importance of being in close relationship with God  and 
the depth of the love God has for each one. This is 
something that cannot be done by study alone, because 
a sermon is not about imparting knowledge, it is about 
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listening for the voice of God speaking to us.  So 
preparing a message is about seeking God’s guidance 
praying about what to put in and what to leave out. A 
good seed will be inspired by the Holy Spirit, so that it 
can find the good soil in which to grow.  
 
The sower must cast the seed, the word, to every kind of 
soil that presents itself, believing that there is good soil 
amongst it and the seed will take root. But the growth of 
the seed is the work of the Holy Spirit, it is God who 
waters, God who sends the warm sun and provides all 
the conditions needed for the seed to develop and grow.  
The farmer casts his seed into the soil and trusts that 
God will bring it to fruition.  
 
J C Ryle suggests in his commentary on Matthew’s 
gospel that every congregation will contain the people 
who represent the different types of soil – the path, the 
rocks, the thorns, and the good soil  - it is the hope of 
every preacher that only good soil is ever present and 
the message will take root and grow – however, it is not 
realistic to believe that everyone in a congregation is 
hearing, understanding, accepting and growing so the 
question has to be asked what kind of soil are you? 
 
We need to make every effort to ensure that we are the 
good soil that is needed for the seed to grow and 
produce fruit. I wonder if you make time each day to 
spend with the Lord, in prayer and reading the Bible? Or 
do you allow the cares of the world to crowd in on you, 
to distract you.  We need to mindful that these 
distractions could be the weeds trying to take over, 
choking our faith.   
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Is your commitment to Jesus deep and lasting – not the 
kind that is easily put off by troubles or persecution.  
Make sure there is nothing in the way of you being able 
to put down deep roots of faith – I am reminded of the 
old hymn by Pricilla Owens,  

Will your anchor hold in the storms of life, 
When the clouds unfold their wings of strife? 
When the strong tides lift, and the cables strain, 
Will your anchor drift or firm remain? 
 
We have an anchor that keeps the soul 
Stedfast and sure while the billows roll 
Fasted to the Rock which cannot move 
Grounded firm and deep in the Saviours love. 

 
obviously my time in the BB wasn’t wasted!  
 
If your heart is so hardened – I guess there is nothing I 
can do or say to help you – because the word of God 
cannot take root, there is no hearing or understanding, 
any message is quickly snatched away. 
 
There is also the suggestion, that not only are all four 
types of soil represented in a congregation but that we 
each go through periods in our faith when our hearts are 
different, perhaps there are times when we are hard of 
heart, unable to take in what God is saying to us, maybe 
life has dealt us a blow so hard that we close ourselves 
off – a way of protecting ourselves from the pain – but 
this is not really an answer, we need God to heal our 
pain and allow us to open our hearts to him once again.   
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Maybe there are times when we don’t feel firmly rooted 
in our faith and we drift along with the tide, I can 
remember a time when I felt like this, the only prayer I 
could make was ‘don’t let go of me’. It was enough for 
God, He never has let go of me, He firmly held on to me 
until I found my feet again and became once again 
rooted and growing.  
 
I also know there are times when the busyness of life 
threatens to crowd in – the temptation to rush into things 
without pausing for prayer, the need to meet the many 
deadlines, the people who need attention, the situations 
that just can’t wait.  There is a saying that if your too 
busy to pray then you are too busy!  
 
The truth is that we all need to work at being good soil 
and the only evidence that the seed is accepted and 
growing in the heart of a person is the fruit it produces.  
 
There is a question over what this fruit may be, but 
largely I think it is believed to be referring to the fruit of 
the spirit.  
 
Galatians 5:22-23 But the fruit of the Spirit is love, joy, 
peace, patience, kindness, goodness, faithfulness, 
23 gentleness and self-control. 
 
The presence of these spiritual fruits growing in your life 
are the crop  This is the only evidence that we have 
heard understood and accepted the word and it is 
growing in our hearts.  And if these inward changes are 
taking place then there will be outward signs present.  
The kingdom values will be reflected in our actions and 
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our interactions with others, as the word grows within us 
we will become more like Jesus – reflecting his likeness, 
his character and as we grow closer to Him, in our daily 
walk we will produce the kind of harvest that He will 
delight in. 
 
I know that every heart here tonight has potential to be 
good soil and produce a great harvest, but however 
good the message, the seed, it can only grow and 
become fruitful through God’s work, watering and 
bringing the warmth of his love. I pray that we will each 
work together with God to remove any barriers that 
prevent us from being rich fertile soil, so that he can, in 
due time, bring about a bumper harvest in our lives. 
 
 
 
 
 


